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CONTROL THE DIGITAL JUNGLE
IN YOUR CLASSROOM!
Full range of interactive displays

Complete classroom solution

Facilitates use of devices in lessons

Ease of use for both teacher and student

Compatible with any software and education type

Supports personalized learning

DISCOVER NEWLINE’S
INTERACTIVE ECOSYSTEM
Make optimum use of the available digital content, apps and
devices in your classroom through our all new and easy to
use interactive ecosystem.
As modern classrooms rapidly evolve, more and more
systems, solutions, tools and digital content arise. It’s up to
the teacher to find a way in this digital jungle. The challenge
becomes how to make optimum use of curriculum content
in combination with supporting digital content, apps,
devices in the classroom and content from students.
Another challenge is how to keep students engaged. Ease of
use and flexibility are key to connect all of this together and
orchestrate the lesson to your preference. Newline has
developed an interactive ecosystem that contains simple
to use software tools. Discover Newline’s interactive
ecosystem and experience how you can retain more
control over the digital jungle in your classroom!

SIMPLE, SMART AND SECURE
SCREEN SHARING
Newline CAST is the most flexible solution for wireless screen sharing and
is integrated in all Newline interactive displays. In just seconds you can
easily share any screen over any network. A truely hassle-free solution
that allows multiple presenters to share screen, video, links and files.
Bring your lessons to life with Newline CAST!

WHY NEWLINE CAST IS
SUPER EASY TO USE?
Simply connect to any device
Connect on the fly, using the Newline CAST application,
via AirPlay, Miracast or your browser
It doesn’t matter what internet connection you use,
mobile data, wifi, a hotspot or any combination will work!
Connect up to 6 devices at the same time
Easily share photos, videos, links and files
Two-way collaboration, annotate and control from
both your device and the interactive display
Guaranteed security with unique 4-digit
pin and end-to-end encryption

Compatible with:

SHARE YOUR LESSON, INSPIRE YOUR
STUDENTS
Newline Broadcast is a powerful streaming tool to share content from your
Newline interactive display to any connected participant. Give more power to
your presentations. Easily invite up to 200 participants in the same room and
allow anyone to view the Newline interactive display content from their device.

“THIS SOLUTION IS SO SIMPLE TO USE,
EVEN THE LEAST EXPERIENCED USERS
FEEL CONFIDENT TO USE IT!”

MANAGE ALL YOUR INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS
You can manage all your Newline interactive displays from anywhere through a dedicated and secure
web portal. Easily control and install Apps, configure the parameters of Newline interactive displays,
use the digital signage function or transmit important messages to all interactive displays.
This innovative tool even allows IT administrators to remotely support users with voice and video.

NEWLINE INTERACTIVE
DISPLAYS FOR EDUCATION
The driving power behind the Newline interactive ecosystem is
a full range of high quality interactive displays. With a focus on
functionality, speed and ease of use, the Newline interactive
displays for education have been developed with the teacher
in mind. Unique fast keys facilitate quick navigation between
different sources like your computer, the interactive whiteboard
and your favorite apps. A natural writing experience, the intuitive
advantage of object recognition and a superior viewing angle are
Newline’s signature and make our interactive displays loved by
teachers around the world!
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THE ALL-ROUND EDUCATION SOLUTION

ADD POWER TO YOUR CLASSROOM

Newline RS+ is user-friendly and suits every classroom. With the dual interface, also young students
will be impressed. The unique fast keys make navigation between your favorite apps, interactive
whiteboard, computer and any other source super easy. Clear images, vibrant colors and an
intuitive writing experience with recognition of pen, finger and fist define RS+. Completed with
the integrated interactive ecosystem tools, RS+ is the ultimate solution for your classroom!

ATLAS is Newline’s all-new powerful education solution. Contemporary slim bezel design, fast
performance and a native 4K Android interface are ATLAS’ key characteristics. Built-in microphone
allows the usage of voice to text software and improves the remote education experience. Also, the
unique integrated connection for the Newline soundbar enables a more powerfull sound through only
one cable! No remote needed. The native 4K Android interface promotes a premium user experience.

Newline RS+ includes the following interactive ecosystem tools for Android:

Newline ATLAS includes the following interactive ecosystem tools for Android:
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HIGH-END IN SECURITY AND DESIGN
NAOS IP is Newline’s premium solution for the classroom. Based on the combination of optical bonding
technology and capacitive touch technology. These techniques ensure a maximum viewing angle, a
very precise and pressure-sensitive writing experience and brighter colors. NAOS IP is designed for an
educational environment where security is of extra high importance. This interactive display contains
no functional Android, which makes this solution safer. Complete your NAOS IP classroom solution with
a Newline OPS including Newline interactive ecosystem tools for the full Newline education experience!
Newline NAOS IP is compatible with optional Newline OPS with Newline interactive ecosystem tools for Windows:
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